
Put an end to cold war. 
 
Hon’ble HC of Kerala has cleared the bottleneck against JTO-LICE under JTO RR 2001. The 
judgment is un-doubtfully in favor of DR-TTAs.  DR-TTAs must realize that the way is now 
clear for them to sit in the JTO-LICE, whether bottleneck was purposefully created by senior 
TTAs or mere natural reaction of Chandigarh case.  The applicants in JTO-LICE feel that their 
version is not being heard by the high court. This is the first time that any court in the 
country is granting retrospective effect for an amendment in recruitment rule having not 
specifying such a condition in the said rule. DR-TTAs must also realize that applicants in JTO-
LICE cases are amply free to approach higher courts, the situation is volatile.  Any such moves 
may further create bottlenecks in JTO-LICE. Such a situation should not be allowed to 
happen. 
 
But the admitted fact is that another bottleneck against regularization of JTO qualified senior 
TTAs is still alive at High court of Hariyana and Punjab in CWP NO: 5608/2007, which is no 
doubt, created by DR-TTAS through SNATTA.  Further, the case is not allowed to conclude 
even after 5 years by the applicants in writ petition, creating hurdles to JTO qualified Senior 
TTAs of JTO R/R 1996. There are immense allegation raised by several unions and associations 
in BSNL regarding the manner in which such an extraordinary judgment was evolved.  Now let 
us forget all that. DR-TTAs must realize that this is the time to pave way for amicable 
settlement, since their way has become clear for the time being.  The litigation pending in 
CWP 5608/2007 should bring to an end now and the JTO qualified TTAs must be allowed to 
occupy their regular post strictly in accordance with recruitment rule 1996. The alternate 
source of vacancy for these JTO qualified TTAS must be evolved without affecting the 
promotional aspect of DR-TTAs. The issue must be left to BSNL management. Let the DR-TTAs 
be cooperated to this. 
 
We understand there is another hidden element of seniority between the two groups. 
Apprehension on the seniority must be cleared. To add, nowhere in the history, the 
“recruitment rule seniority” has been violated.  It is impossible also. An employee qualified 
for promotion in earlier rule must be senior to those come out in later rule.  This is the 
natural justice. The undertaking by Government and unions at the time of BSNL formation is 
clear to this context. It states that “Group-C and D employees who appear for any 
promotional examination in BSNL would rank junior to all other employees in the promotional 
cadre who has already been qualified in earlier examination of DoT even though they get 
absorbed in BSNL subsequently”.  There shall not be any doubt in that. A recent judgment 
from Hon’ble CAT of Chennai in an OA filed by Graduate Engineers has very well clarified this 
contention. Any thing in contradiction to it can only lead to endless hurdles, loss in service to 
both groups, irrespective who wins or who fails at the end. 
 
This is the time to clear the way for settlement by DR-TTAS and JTO qualified senior TTAs. 
The way out is to put an end to all the court litigation from both side. The notification for 
JTO LICE and regularization of JTO qualified senior TTAs must be done simultaneously.  
Unions in BSNL will lay carpet for bi-lateral discussion with such a noble objective. Let it 
happen soon. 
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